
3-9-2024 USPA Masterclass # 52  -“DNA as a Transducer of Subtle Energy” with Glen Rein 

Time Attendee Comment 

0:25:47 Sky D: SE-5 2000 device owner here.  SE stands for "Subtle Energy".  So very interested in this 
presentation.  I advertised this Masterclass in the SE-5 2000 and 1000 Users Group on fb. 

0:26:22 Eleftherios P: I can't hear :/ 

0:26:50 Kat B: Replying to "I can't hear :/"I can 

0:29:01 Leiff S: Replying to "I can't hear :/" Click the up arrow next to the Mic (bottom left) and 'select a 
speaker' 

0:30:22 Kat B: Zoom audio setting can turn gain up 

0:30:35 Eleftherios P: Thank you 

0:31:31 Kat B: Glen would need to change audio settings to turn gain up on his end 

0:36:01 USPA Reacted to "SE-5 2000 device own..." with 👍 

0:45:03 Sky D: I am familiar with Eric Pearl's Reconnection method.  See his book "The Reconnection". 

0:45:44 Vivek M: Does this have any relation to past lives and trauma/toxins stored in the body from it? 

0:46:17 Samsung S: Reacted to Does this have any r... with "❤️" 

0:46:33 Karl K: Hasn't this also to do with the type of person, either more vagotonic or sympathicotonic type, 
i.e. yin or yang? 

0:47:10 Leiff S: Replying to "I am familiar with E..." https://annas-archive.org/search?q=The+Reconnection 

0:47:53 Eleftherios P: Καλησπέρα από Κρήτη! 

0:48:08 USPA Replying to "I am familiar with E..." Eric Pearl spoke at USPA in 2019 

0:49:06 Damn R:  Nadi Channels= Fascial system and/or microtubules? 

0:49:21 Vivek M: Reacted to "Nadi Channels= Fasci..." with ❤️ 

0:51:17 Kat B: Reacted to "Nadi Channels= Fasci..." with ❤️ 

0:54:32 Damn R:  Similar to the Ebner effect? 

0:59:36 Sky D: Reacted to "Eric Pearl spoke at …" with 👍 

1:01:18 Tom V: Meyl has a book called Scalar Waves, available from IRI 

1:03:02 Leiff S: Is non-toroidal dna twin monopole antennas? 

1:03:36 Kat B: Reacted to "Meyl has a book call..." with ❤️ 

1:05:41 Vivek M: Reacted to "Meyl has a book call..." with 👍🏽 

1:08:02 Chantal T: what are units on x axis 

1:09:03 USPA Replying to "what are units on x ..." just a bar graph…two different methods 

1:09:58 Chantal T: Replying to "what are units on x ..." still, no uits 

1:10:42 USPA Replying to "what are units on x ..." @Chantal Toporow no units…one an em the other scalar 
input 

1:13:22 Ruvin L: The imaginary part of a complex number tells the angle in 3D of the impedance vector. 

1:14:10 USPA if you are a uspa member make sure you go to members area…all MC’s and 100 other talks are 
available to view  if your not a member, please become a uspa member at psychotronics.org 

1:14:11 Tom V: Replying to "I am familiar with E..."   Imaginary numbers si... 

1:14:49 USPA Replying to "I am familiar with E..." @Tom Valone what does it mean in reality? 

1:17:29 Doe K: Replying to "I am familiar with E..." can you say more about Reiki healing? I understand there 
are two ways to draw the Power symbol, one clockwise and the other counter-clockwise....one 
is to insert energy the other to draw out, or so I was taught. 

1:17:39 Doe K: Replying to "I am familiar with E..." I would love a further explanation of "light language." 

1:29:01 USPA Reacted to "I would love a furth..." with 👍 

1:29:52 Kat B: Frequency in space-time, negative frequency in time-space? 

1:30:28 Ruvin L: Amplifiers has negative real impedance 

1:33:01 Kat B: What is pink? What is red? 

1:33:29 Adam D: Reacted to What is pink? What i... with "👍" 
1:34:00 USPA Replying to "What is pink? What i..." the healing modality by sandra rose michael 

1:34:24 Donna A: Dr Martin Pall re EMF effect on mitochondria 

1:34:50 Carlos P: QUESTION: What is the concise and clear definition of a scalar wave/field? Are they real or a 



model to explain certain phenomena? 

1:35:43 USPA Replying to "What is pink? What i..." pink ..the control experiment 

1:36:12 Kat B: Not solfeggio 

1:36:12 USPA Reacted to "QUESTION: What is th..." with 👍 

1:36:35 USPA Replying to "Not solfeggio" ? 

1:36:51 Kat B: Replying to "Not solfeggio" Just answering his question 

1:37:06 Vivek M: Replying to "Not solfeggio" Do Solfeggio frequencies align with each chakra? 

1:37:08 Tom V: Scalar fields have a potential but not an oscillating portion, vs electromagnetic 

1:37:36 Damn R:  Reacted to "Scalar fields have a…" with ❤️ 

1:37:51 Gregory O: I am hearing a similarity to what Steiner called Spiritual Impulses 

1:37:51 USPA Reacted to "Scalar fields have a..." with 👍 

1:38:13 Adam D: Reacted to I am hearing a simil... with "👍" 

1:39:00 USPA Reacted to "I am hearing a simil..." with 👍 

1:39:03 USPA Reacted to "I am hearing a simil..." with ❤️ 

1:39:36 Jed S: Replying to "I am familiar with E..." Regarding Reiki healing the power symbol Cho Ku Rei 
means the same thing whether drawn clockwise or counter-clockwise unless you intend them 
to mean drawing in energy vs. extracting energy. Belief and intention are keys. Symbols only 
represent something in our field of consciousness. Doing Reiki type healing I like to just be in a 
receptive non-resistant state to let the Universal energy current come through to support the 
recipient for what they are ready to receive. I believe the frequencies modulate to help 
balance the current and the inflow and outflow of energy in the system. That's just my 
perception and interpretation. 

1:41:02 Vivek M: Reacted to "Regarding Reiki heal..." with 👍🏽 
1:41:39 USPA Reacted to "Regarding Reiki heal..." with 👍 

1:43:07 Kat B: Replying to "Not solfeggio"  Found this. https://individualogist.com/chakra-frequencies-and-
solfeggio-frequencies 

1:43:37 Gene G: Dr. Paulo Correa and his team have discovered massfree energy and identified 3 different 
frequencies that our DNA uses to receive this aether energy. See “Nanometric Functions of 
Bioenergy” at www.aetherometry.com. 

1:45:56 Emil S: Excellent, thank you Glen 

1:46:05 Gregory O: Reacted to "Nadi Channels= Fasci..." with ❤️ 

1:46:10 Chantal T: Reacted to "I am hearing a simil..." with ❤️ 

1:46:37 A B: Can you show that last slide of visualization/focus of mind, please? 

1:47:02 Adam D: Reacted to Excellent, thank you... with "❤️" 

1:47:25 Jody J: Quantum-biology.org goes to a wikipedia site, not Glen’s. 

1:47:39 Damn R:  Wonderful class, thank you Glen!  Have you tested the effects on DNA with either Meyls 
RASHA or Winters Theraphi? 

1:47:42 Libby R: Do you know how the resonances between the base stacking pi bonds can be measured?  I 
have looked in literature, but these effects seem to be so small that it becomes confusing what 
is actually being measured. 

1:47:46 Vivek M: Reacted to "Found this. https://..." with ❤️ 

1:47:49 Donna A: Getting Well Again - book by Drs. Symington - re visualizations for healing - this would be 
fantastic guide for visualizing - thank you Glen!!! 

1:48:01 Vivek M: Replying to "Not solfeggio" Thanks so much Kat 🙂 

1:48:04 Vivek M: Replying to "Not solfeggio"  Appreciate this 

1:48:13 Kat B: add ❤️ 

1:48:22 Becky D: Thanks, very interesting! 

1:48:56 Vaios E: Thank you Glen and team ! 

1:48:57 Damn R:  Cold plasma scalar generators 

1:49:02 Sky D: Replying to "Getting Well Again -…" Dr Carl Simonton 

1:49:03 Mark L: The Rasha is Jere Ruberio 



1:49:04 Damn R:  Dan winter 

1:49:05 Chantal T: Konstantin Meyl, he wrote he books on scalar 

1:49:13 Bill S: Amplifiers have negative feedback?  Is it the same point meant? - Bill Sweet 

1:49:16 Damn R:  Yes, thank you 🙏 

1:49:47 Damn R:  Much appreciated Ty 

1:50:11 Irma S.: There are multiple sound frequencies produced by P Garaev, who tragically died in 2020 you 
can find them on You Tube 

1:50:30 Damn R:  Replying to "The Rasha is Jere Ru…" Oh really? I thought Meyl developed it with DARPA. 

1:50:38 Damn R:  Replying to "The Rasha is Jere Ru…" Ty for correction 

1:51:31 Damn R:  Replying to "There are multiple s…" Yes. His genetic wave linguistics approach is fascinating 

1:51:57 Libby R: The reason for asking my question is that I have seen that these are the “expression” of the 
DNA, or the “song”, and these relates to the energy of the 99% of in between DNA between 
genes. 

1:52:56 Kat B: That was in reference to negative frequency 

1:53:09 Vivek M: This is very interesting, as a musician also - I am wondering how I can bring some of this into 
my compositions? 

1:53:28 Irma S.: Thank you for a fantastic presentation. Sadhguru, an Indian mystic is talking about the same 
impact of mantras and yantras on healing 

1:53:39 Janet G: Reacted to "This is very interes..." with ❤️ 

1:53:42 Lauren P: In a class on biogeometry… gilbert said karim said the spiritual wave comes in 45 degree to the 
EM wave… i see someone else said that the imaginary part of the complex number repesents 
an angle.. u go Glenn! Inspector Clouseau 

1:53:44 Damn R:  Could it be the DNA enables a phase conjugate or time reversed coherent phase lock to 
quantum and higher dimensional energies? 

1:54:03 Kat B: Reacted to "Could it be the DNA ..." with ❤️ 

1:54:36 Sharon M: Just sharing because of the questions about the 118. A class I took on sound healing in 2017 
uses 118.825 Hz as the frequency for the Schumann Resonance. 

1:54:45 Doe K: How do we use this knowledge to protect ourselves against the encroachment of toxic EMF 
(that I am informed heats our DNA, causing it to unwind in its "trauma" by microwave 
radiation, and then it must rewind)? And is there any more you can say about the skin as 
antenna when exposed to millimeter waves..... 

1:54:54 Kwang P: Glenn’s website quantum-biology.org doesn’t exist. If I open it in Safari, it says the domain is 
“parked” on godaddy.com but nobody’s put anything on it. Sometimes it gives me a warning 
that the web certificate is out of date, so it might be someone impersonating the real site, and 
if I use DuckDuckGo, it won’t even let me go on it because of the out of date certificate. 

1:55:04 Vivek M: Reacted to "Just sharing because..." with ❤️ 

1:56:14 Mary-Sue H: the quantum-biology site also does not open "Brave" browser. So, Hope the info is retained 
and accessible somewhere. 

1:56:30 Beth K: The mRNA vax seriously affects the antenna functioning of DNA yet passes on the unwanted 
integration to younger generations via auric genetic transfer. Definitely unwanted and 
detrimental 

1:56:53 Jody J: Reacted to "The mRNA vax serious..." with 👍 

1:57:00 Kat B: Reacted to "The mRNA vax serious..." with 👍 

1:57:07 Kwang P: The web certificate needs to be updated in order to make it accessible. 

1:57:12 Samsung S: Reacted to The mRNA vax serious... with "👍" 
1:57:35 Kat B: entanglement 

1:57:38 Damn R:  Scalar and cold plasma connections? 

1:57:48 Rebecca L: For the number sequence you showed I would recommend investigating the numbers that 
have been shown to emit BG3 according to BioGeometry. 16, 19, 28, 34, 43, 54, 68, 72, 83, 89, 
99... Are some of them. These numbers are based on Golden Ratio Phi (Ø – 1:1,618∞) 

1:57:51 Doe K: So Glen, in essence, you could say that we living creatures are living, breathing antennae! 



1:57:56 Janet G: how does distance healing work? just like that! 

1:59:41 Aaron D: Is this the same technology Otis T. Carr learned from Nikola Tesla and used in his inventions. 
Otis even talked about controlling his conscious inventions through intent, using collectors, 
drawing from the endless sea of energy around us. 

2:00:10 Sky D: Dr Carl Simonton actually did suggest very specific visualizations of immune system cells 
attacking and destroying cancer cells.  He founded the Simonton Cancer Treatment Center.  
NIH has funded cancer research based on Simonton's methods for decades now.  Dr David 
Spiegel of Stanford Medical school helps terminal breast cancer patients double their survival 
times as well as significantly improve their quality of life.  All based on Simonton visualization 
methods.  Which are based on Silva Method visualization methods which Dr Simonton 
modified for cancer patients. 

2:00:27 Adam D: Reacted to Is this the same tec... with "👍" 

2:01:03 Donna A: yes thank you for the clarification 

2:01:53 Leonard K: Have you studied how the EESystems affect healing? 

2:01:57 Damn R:  Embedded 

2:02:00 Damn R:  Nested 

2:02:15 Janet G: Reacted to "Dr Carl Simonton act..." with 👍 

2:02:15 Kat B: Reacted to "Nested" with 👍 

2:02:26 Damn R:  Constructive recursive implosion. 

2:02:29 Rebecca L: Reacted to "Dr Carl Simonton act..." with 👍 

2:02:57 Adam D: Reacted to Constructive recursi... with "👍" 
2:04:09 Gregory O: Thank you, Dr. Rein. Your work is a continued inspiration for breaking through limitations of 

thought and belief, to reach new ethical ways of exploring the Cosmos for bringing about a 
greater harmony with it and ourselves. 

2:04:18 Vivek M: Reacted to "Dr Carl Simonton act..." with 👍🏽 

2:04:22 Adam D: Reacted to Thank you, Dr. Rein.... with "❤️" 

2:04:30 Damn R:  Reacted to "Thank you, Dr. Rein.…" with ❤️ 

2:04:35 Donna A: Reacted to "Dr Carl Simonton act..." with 👍 

2:04:39 Donna A: Reacted to "Dr Carl Simonton act..." with ❤️ 

2:05:16 Cynthia W: Reacted to "Thank you, Dr. Rein...." with ❤️ 

2:05:16 Kat B: We’re made of sound. We’re each a symphony. 

2:05:20 Damn R:  Are you studying microtubules in a similar fashion? Seems to me that DNA is downstream from 
their functions? 

2:05:25 Cynthia W: Reacted to "We’re made of sound...." with ❤️ 

2:05:30 Adam D: Reacted to We’re made of sound.... with "❤️" 

2:05:36 Adam D: Reacted to Are you studying mic... with "👍" 
2:06:03 Damn R:  Infrasound pump wave of the HRV and Craniosacral rhythm possibly? 

2:06:11 Kat B: Reacted to "Are you studying mic..." with 👍 
2:06:23 Kat B: Reacted to "Infrasound pump wave..." with 👍 

2:06:24 Damn R:  Traveling across our fascia. 

2:06:40 Janet G: Reacted to "We’re made of sound...." with ❤️ 

2:08:29 Damn R:  You have done a great job imo. Thank you very much 

2:09:12 Doe K: thank you thank you thank you for all that you are and all that you do!!! 

2:09:35 Adam D: This has been truly fascinating. Thank you 🙏 

2:10:33 Kat B: Reacted to "This has been truly ..." with ❤️ 

2:10:36 Jody J: For an excellent education on Geophysics and Schuman-Resonances and how it affects human 
biology watch Stefan Burns on YouTube. 

2:11:31 Victoria B: Consider using Cayce impedance devices such as radiac and wet cell devices to affect electron 
alignment to mitigate neurological disruption. 

2:11:46 John N: https://web.archive.org/web/20240000000000*/quantum-biology.org 



2:12:40 Kat B: Reacted to "https://web.archive...." with ❤️ 

2:12:51 Christine P: Great talk; 108 is commonly connected to precession of equinoxes embodied in sacred 
buildings 

2:12:59 Chantal T: when is next conference plz 

2:13:52 Jessica R: Do carbonic crystals play a role in the scalar waves 

2:13:59 Chantal T: what does pace stand or 

2:14:07 Sky D: Glen, You can use the internet archive's copy of your website to reconstruct it very wuickly and 
essily.  Just link your new website pages to the archived pages  in the internet archive. 

2:14:08 Donna A: could I recommend the work of Dr. Thurman Fleet for those who don’t know about him - San 
Antonio Tx, - Concept Therapy Institute 

2:14:10 Chantal T: *for plz 

2:14:23 Doe K: Reacted to "For an excellent edu..." with � 

2:15:00 Tom V: Planetary Association for Clean Enrrgy 

2:15:08 Chantal T: thank you 

2:15:36 Mary-Sue H: thank you 

2:16:21 Jessica G: Thank you Glen! 

2:16:28 Amauri S: Great talk ! Many thanks for so much information on your work.  Greetings from Portugal. 

2:16:28 Kat B: Thank you! 

2:16:41 Leiff S: Thanks everyone - have fun! 

2:16:51 Damn R:  Thank you Glen! 

2:17:09 Shane W: Thank you so much Glen and community 〰️🐉�〰️ 

2:18:11 Karl K: Two thumbs up to Glen! Thank you, intriguing. 

2:18:15 Gregory O: A merger of philosophy and science! 

2:18:16 James S: Many THANKS! 

2:18:38 Maria P: thank you very much ... 

2:18:43 Eleftherios P: Thank you 🙏 
2:18:50 Nancy E: Thank You.  Fascinating information. 

2:19:06 Sami C: Thanks 👍🎈 

2:19:35 Donna A: LOVE TO YOU ALL AND SPECIAL THANKS TO DR. GLEN ❤️👍 

2:20:02 Jessica R: Thanks glen and thank you all that are here.  Make me hopeful of gowrh 

2:20:02 Lalita S: Thank you so much . 

2:20:09 Joanne L: This is great!! 

 


